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which from beginning to end is dominated by one undeviating 
Divine purpose, of which the Abrahamic covenant is the operative 
expression, and the advent of Christ the ultimate objective. 

III 

THE NOTE OF PROGRESSION IN 
OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY 

O
LD TESTAMENT HISTORY IS PROGRESSIVE TO CHRIST. EACH 

successive stage brings forth some divine activity, unpar
alleled in previous experience, and so requiring new vehicles 

of praise. When, therefore, we hear the recurrent burst of song 
from Israel's minstrels, "0 sing unto the Lord a new song; for 
He hath done marvellous things," we know that it heralds some 
unique and amazing and hitherto unheard-of happening. The 
former things are forgotten; a new thing springs forth: who but 
must declare it? The events celebrated are new, not simply in 
the sense of having newly occurred-which might mean nothing 
more than bare repetition-but new in the sense of each being 
without precedent, new in itself, original. Not of the circum
stances of Sinai alone, but of all other milestones in the national 
history could the words be spoken: 

"Ask now of the days that are past, which were before 
thee, since the day that God created man upon the earth, and 
from the one end of heaven unto the other, whether there 
hath been any such thing as this great thing is, or hath been 
heard like it?" (Deut. 4: 32). 

For throughout the entire history creative activity breaks in upon 
the course of events, and situations arise which to human experi
ence are bewilderingly new and different. 

Though original and unique, these" mighty acts of the Lord" 
are not unrelated to each other, the later being fresh developments 
of the earlier. As it is written, "Behold, the former things are 
come to pass, and new things do I declare: before they spring 
forth I tell you of them. Sing unto the Lord a new song" 
(Isa. 42: 9-10). These "wonderful works of the Lord" are, 
each and all, part of one preconceived plan, the details of which 
are hidden from man, but known to God. Acts I 5: 18 speaks 
of "the Lord who maketh these things known from the beginning 
of the world." There is thus no contradiction between the 
originality of each new event and the continuity of the whole 
series, and scope is provided for orderly development and 
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planned progression. New situatior:s are linked with p~e~ious 
history, but form an advance up~n It. In each fresh cnS1S are 
disclosed both fulfilment and creatlve energy. 

Over against the Biblical interpretation of his~ory may be set 
the basic conception of pagan nature-mytho.logles, namel~, the 
idea of endlessly-recurring cycles of ~vents. w1thout any p~mt of 
departure or arrival, and therefore 10 the1r mov~ment ~1thout 
dynamic progression. . Wi~h s:rch heathen ~hllo~ophles the 
revelation of God's actlOn 10 h1story has nothing 10 comn:or:. 
The prophets faced with unflinching opposition all naturahst1c 
world-views, such as those expressed by the cult of Tammuz 
denounced by the prophet Ezekiel (Ezek. 8: 15 - 1.6), ~epresented 
in later times by such pagan figures as the Scar:dmavlan Baldur. 
These mythical heroes and goddesses symbohzed processes of 
nature, and in particular the natur~l cycles of the se~sons. Trans
ferred as a thought-form to collective hu~an expenen:e they also 
express mythologically the rise and dechn~ of succeSSlve genera
tions as the ultimate norm of human h1story. So expressed, 
history moves onward by a sort of natural.necessity in an e?dless 
chain of perpetually-repeated events, havl1:g no ~xed pomt of 
beginning, and leading up to no conclus1ve en~mg. H~man 
life upon earth becomes a vicious circle from whlch the.re 1S no 
escape, and man, created in the i~age of Go~ for the enJ<:>yment 
of eternity, settles down to a futile natural eXlster:ce, seekmg the 
fulfilment of life in the ordered changes of the httle turn of the 
wheel in which he finds his earthly existence moving. All 
deeper hopes of a more satisfying environment for his true being 
become doomed to perpetual frustration. . . 

In the book of Ecclesiastes we have a reasoned expos1tlOn of 
this naturalistic philosophy, worked out to ~ts logical conc~usion. 
Not that Ecclesiastes is a divinely-authent1cated world-vlew of 
things! Rather is it a formal p:es~ntation of a ~allaci:>us creed 
of life considered on its own pnnc1ples. The v1eWp01?t ,-:nd~r 
discussion is not endorsed but described. But because Just1ce 1S 
done to it, and its supporting facts presented SO?~rly an~ accur
ately, we may be assur~d that. the uD:compromlSlng a~t1tude of 
Christian faitl). to all nval ph1losophies does not spnng from 
ignorance or prejudice. . . 

The Preacher, assuming the position of natural s~eptlclsm, 
asks in open challenge, "Is there anyth~ng w~ereof ~t may be 
said, See, this is new?" "No," he contmues, there IS n? new 
thing under the sun. Consider the moven:ent of human history. 
One generation passes away, anoth~r takes ItS place; nevertheless, 
the face of things on the earth remams very much the san:e. T~e 
sum total of life now is not very different from what It was 10 
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former days, is it? True, the figures may have altered a little 
but do th~y not add up and give practically the same result? 
Take, agam, the wo~ld. of nature. This is bound by a law of 
constant change, but IS It not a change which simply takes things 
back t? where they were before? Tbe great circuits of the sun 
the WInd, and the rivers, these illustrate what I mean. Thei; 
movem.ents are no real progressive development, only a fixed 
roun~ In a beaten track. Or if the appeal is made to human 
expenence, see how the even succession of events rouses in man 
only a dreary sen~e of futility and .frustration. What profit 
hath a man of all hIS labo,ur? ~hat, Indeed, but the oppressive 
~rud&ery of the treadmIll? HIstory-what is it but human 
sItu~t~ons, endlessly repeated, in inevitable cycles of time? 
IndIvId,:al life-what is it but the slow fulfilment, already ex
pressed :n a thousand other lives, of an inevitable natural process? 
EverythIng moves on a deal level: nothing is leading anywhere: 
as thIngs have be~n, they rem~in. I ask, therefore, what profit 
hath a man of all his labour which he taketh under the sun? Nor 
does the outward :"orld around offer ?im any hope.. Everything 
seen and heard stn.kes eye and .ear WIth an ImpreSSIOn of incom
ple.teness. .Th~re IS no break In the monotonous regularity, no 
ultIm~te obJec~Ive. T~e eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the 
ear WIth hearIng. Things travel, indeed, but arrive nowhere. 
Thu,s by the inexorable logic of facts we are forced to the con
~IUSIO? that nothing is, in a real sense, worth while: everything 
IS varuty and vexation of spirit." 
. The Preacher? howe:rer, is not content with abstract specula

t~O?, but puts ~s t~eone? to .the proof by certain experiments in 
lIVIng.. For thIS diSCUSSIOn IS no dilettante intellectualism, but 
a passIOn~te. sear7h a~ter t~e !eality of things. In modern 
parlance, it IS. eXistentIal thInking. The naturalistic position 
must be tested In actual practice. Would it yield a vital solution 
of the riddle of life? The results were disappointing. '"Experi
enc:e only c~n~rme.d phil?sophic reflection, and although his 
ultImate peSSIffi1Sm IS ~odIfied by the recognition of the homely 
pleas.ures of everyday lIfe and by the perception of the excellence 
o~ WIsdom over folly, yet in the end of his book, as in the begin
rung, he sadly confesses, Vanity of vanities; all is vanity (Eccles. 
12: 8). 
Th~ deci~ion, howeyer, is not wholly unqualified: another 

and disturbIng factor IS present to his mind. View life as a 
natural pr.oc~ss, and the conclusion is undoubtedly final: but the 
Pre.ache~ IS Inwardly aware that life is bound up with realities 
WhICh he beyond those of nature, that natural realities are not 
the final conditions of human existence. Moral consciousness 
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of God is as real to him as perception of the phenomena of 
nature. Men have their being in moral responsibility to God as 
Creator, and will for every action be accountable to God as 
Judge. Creation and Judgment-these are the two points, then, 
between which history completes its movement. 

"Remember also thy Creator in the days of thy youth ... 
Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter; fear God, 
and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of 
man. For God shall bring every work into judgment, 
with every hidden thing, whether it be good or whether it 
be evil" (Eccles. 12: I, 13 f.). 

In other words, man is more than part of the great process of 
Nature: he is a personal being, directly related to God, and exists 
in a world above that of nature. Although it is true that man 
has relations with the natural universe, being formed of the dust 
of the ground (Gen. 2: 7), yet the fundamental fact in the con
stitution of man's being is that God created man in His own 
image (Gen. I: 27), and that God breathed into man's nostrils 
the breath of life, and that man became a living soul (Gen. 2: 7). 
It is in God that "we live, and move, and have our being" (Acts 
17: 28). This relationship it is that gives us our consciousness of 
the supernatural. 

Our true nature, then, is one of personal being, not one of 
natural existence merely; so that for us life has a moral quality 
and moves in a higher dimension than that of the beasts of the 
field. We are capable of personal decisions: we possess a free 
will, and are conscious of personal responsibility: we live in the 
isolation of self-consciousness into which no other save our 
Creator can enter. Within these unplumbed depths of personal 
being move spiritual energies which liberate themselves in 
incalculable ways. Is not this the very stuff out of which history 
is made? Is not this that which makes possible, nay, inevitable, 
the emergence of historical situations completely new and 
unprecedented? 

This spiritual consciousness of true personality and selfhood 
is conditioned absolutely by the existential relationship established 
hetween God and man in the act of creation. This fact makes 
certain a future act of judgment, final in character, when the 
supremacy of the Creator over the whole field of history will be 
made manifest. Of these morally-related facts of Divine 
creation and Divine judgment the Preacher is profoundly con
scious, and though in his treatise he does not work out their 
implications, yet he does recognize that in them are determined 
I he final values of human existence upon the earth, and therefore 
of all history. With this he reaches the conclusion of the whole 
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matter. The works of man are not vain and empty; on the 
contrary, they are full of potentialities for good or evil; and every 
one of them shall be brought into judgment. Everything, 
therefore, is of tremendous significance: nothing is vanity. 

History, viewed thus, is the product of active personality, with 
infinite possibilities of creative action. The Old Testament 
Scriptures emphasize the free activity, both of God and man, in 
the sphere of time. That of God is not limited by the automatic 
reign of natural law. During the long interval between His 
mighty acts of Creation and Judgment, God does not remain 
passive. Were this so, God's presence in history would be 
purely pervasive. His laws indeed would operate, but He 
Himself would be, save at the beginning and end, inactive. So 
far from this being the case, the personal intervention of God 
breaks ever and anon into the field of human history, taking the 
form of transcendental energy, redemptive in purpose, yet ful
filling itself on the plane of natural circumstance. Therefore, 
even when it has the form of common history, it transcends 
nature in its final issues, as is evident when the far objective is 
reached. The call of Rebecca to be the wife ofIsaac, the adoption 
by Ruth of Bethlehem as her home town, the rise to kingship of 
David the shepherd lad, in their connexions with the still un
developed Messianic purpose, illustrate the point. God thus 
for a time hid His wonders under the normal circumstances of 
everyday life until later developments disclosed the fact, hitherto 
unsuspected, of a personal Divine action. God also revealed 
His presence through events which were miraculous in form as 
well as in destiny. When it is considered that such events 
proceeded from One who in His Being is above and outside 
Nature could it well have been otherwise? Should not the 
exercise of supernatural powers be expected from Him who in 
His Godhood is essentially supernatural? 

The Old Testament Scriptures likewise recognize man's free
dom from the fatalism of natural law, and base this freedom upon 
the true nature of man's being. Powers inherent in personality, 
even if circumscribed in their field of action because of creaturely 
limitations, are of necessity free. Accordingly, man's history 
is here presented to us as something more than the inevitable 
out-working of fixed laws; rather is it the free operation of 
spiritual responsibilities. It is therefore full of surprises. This 
it is which makes history progressive, either for good or evil. 

But while man is under no compulsion in his personal course 
of life, we must keep in mind that God reserves to Himself the 
right of judgment and sovereignly controls the final issues. 
The end of all things abides in His power. Man's liberty of 
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choice and God's sovereignty in judgment are complementary 
truths. 

If it be asked what actual illustrations the Old Testament 
provides of such historical progression, reply is not difficult. 
The great Flood in Noah's day introduced a new dispensation in 
God's dealings with man. Hitherto, nothing like it had ever 
happened; from henceforth, also, nothing like it would again 
occur. Original to human experience, it was, until actually taking 
place, deemed impossible-as also will be the fiery destruction of 
the great day of the Lord (ll Pet. 3: 4-10). Without precedent 
in the past, and not to be repeated in the future, it stands out 
as a unique event in Old Testament history. In token of this a 
covenant was made by God promising that never again should a 
similar flood of waters destroy the earth. Moreover, the fresh 
laws then made to regulate man's future upon the earth (Gen. 8: 
21 f.; 9: 9-17) show that history had been switched on to a new 
level, and that another and different world had dawned. 

The rapid development of the post-diluvian world-with its 
organization of the world into political systems and God's 
counter-movement in the call of Abraham-reached a new crisis 
in the Exodus of Israel from Egypt. Once again singular events 
began to take place, culminating in the extraordinary experiences 
of the Passover night and of the passage of the Red Sea. A 
nation was born in a day. And such was the impact of this rush 
of events upon the people of Israel that for them it dated the 
beginning of a new period of time. 

"This month shall be unto you the beginning of months: 
it shall be the first month of the year to you" (Ex. 12: 2). 

The past was superseded, and in the significance taken on by 
the present, the future opened out as a completely new dispensa
tion. O.T. history had again moved forward. 

The chapters in Isaiah's prophecy which speak of the return 
from the Babylonian captivity (40-49) disclose the unparalleled 
circumstances under which that deliverance was to take place. 
God's redemption of His people was to be an occasion of trium
phant originality, and the prospect awakes all the enthusiasm and 
jubilation which such circumstances always call forth. 

"Sing; 0 ye heavens; for the Lord hath done it: shout, ye 
lower parts of the earth: break forth into singing, ye moun
tains, 0 forest, and every tree therein: for the Lord hath 
redeemed Jacob, and will glorify himself in Israel" (Isa. 
44: 23)' 

The books of Ezra and Nehemiah, with the historical portion of 
that of Daniel, show that this was indeed the course that events 
took. The overthrow of Babylon produced a world crisis, and 
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thereby, in the restoration of the Jews to Jerusalem, was accom
plished in history the overruling purpose of God. The deJ?t.h 
of the impression made upon those who passed through the cnSIS 
of those days is reflected in the Psalms of the Restoration. 

"When the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, we 
were like them unto that dream. Then was our mouth 
filled with laughter, and our tongue with singing: then said 
they among the nations, The Lord hath done great things 
for them. The Lord hath done great things for us; whereof 
we are glad" (Psa. 126: 1-3). 

Jew and heathen alike recognized that God had broken in upon 
history. The times had changed, and that not by the natural 
evolution of historical processes, but by a direct intervention of 
Divine providence. That is to say, there was a prophetic fore
view of a future end toward which earlier beginnings had already 
moved, and toward which present events had bent the direction 
of history. This dispensational change had been foretold by 
Daniel in his prophecy of the seventy weeks, which were to run 
their course "from the going forth of the commandment to 
restore and to build Jerusalem" (Dan. 9: 25). The writing on 
the wall was now history. God's purpose in Israel had again 
risen above the dead level of natural causes, and now stretched 
out toward its destined goal. 

Of what that goal was even the prophets in Israel were but 
dimly aware (I Pet. I: 10-II). But that there was a goal was 
never in doubt. This consciousness of a destiny in time and 
history for God's prophetic purpose had deepened with each 
successive crisis. Without such ultimate destiny historical pro
gress would have been meaningless, a mere wandering out into 
the darkness, and as empty of spiritual values as were the recurring 
processes of nature. But with such ultimate destiny historical 
progress is full of spiritual reality, and guarantees a worthy 
meaning for human existence. 

The form in which that destiny was to be realized began to 
take shape as time went on. God's eternal purpose, in the 
beginning vested in man as man, had, in the course of the 
development, gradually narrowed down in its field of action. 
For, in due succession, a race, a nation, a tribe, and, later still, a 
single household, had become its sole repository. And whenever 
the chosen line showed signs of natural expansion, this restrictive 
principle was again seen at work. In this narrowing the f~r end 
toward which God was working became more and more eVIdent: 
it was narrowing toward one Man. The flame of destiny was to 
burn in a single lamp, which God would ordain for His servant 
David (Psa. 132: 7). So in the writings of the prophets, when 
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national hopes were burning low, this note of the advent of a 
personal Messiah lightened the growing darkness and became the 
strong consolation of the faithful in Israel. . 

The advent of this coming Redeemer was to be accompamed by 
unmistakable signs of the Divine presence and power, so m~rvel
lous and many-sided that they would be declared by unbehevers 
to be not only incredible but impossible. 

"Behold ye among the nations, and regard, and wonder 
marvellously; for I work a work in your days, whic~ ye will 
not believe though it be told you" (Hab. 1: 5 with Acts 
13: 41). 

"Like as many were astonied at thee S~ shall he 
sprinkle ( startle) many nations; kings shall shut theu mouths 
at him: for that which had not been told them shall they see; 
and that which they had not heard shall they understand. 
Who hath believed our report?" (Isa. 52: 14-53: 1). . 

The fulness of the times would come. And the events associated 
therewith would in freshness and originality, in volume and ri~h
ness, and in direct Divine initiative, completely surpass anything 
that had preceded them. . 

According to the confession of Christian faith the Sav0ll:r, ~n 
His birth, "was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of t~e vugm 
Mary." This credal statement is in perfect harmony wIt~ Holy 
Scripture (Matt. I: 18; Luke I: 30-3 5). That we are reqUIred to 
believe in the uniqueness of this birth is plain. The words "~ow 
the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise" stand over agamst 
the regular formula of the earlier part of the chapter "Abra~am 
begat Isaac, and Isaac begat Jacob ... " and indicate that the bltth 
of Christ was otherwise than was the birth of these. In Matthew, 
therefore, the emphasis is laid upon" was conceived by the Holy 
Ghost." 

The passage in St Luke underlines the mystery cont.ained in the 
words "born of the virgin Mary." Such an event, Indeed, was 
"a new thing in the earth," though anticipated beforetime (Jer. 
3 I: 22). Were it not that the prophetic Scripture had intimated, 
both by guarded phraseology and by ~ir~ct state~ent, that the 
coming Rede~mer should be born of a vltgm,. we mIgh~ w~ll ~ave 
found it difficult to accept the facts; but WIth such mdIcatlOns 
given beforehand it becomes equally difficult now to reject them 
(Gen. 3: 15; Isa. 7: 14). Moreover, unless we discredit the d~ly 
authenticated testimony of the Gospels (Luke 1: 1-4), the behef 
in the virgin birth was not a judgment formed after the event, but 
the response to a revelation receiv~d before it took place, ~y those 
most intimately concerned therewIth, namely, J oseph, Ehzabeth, 
and Mary herself. This but strengthens the case. But why 
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should it be thought incredible that the birth of Him who before 
His birth had Divine pre-existence should in its manner differ 
from that of those who before their birth had no existence? The 
miracle is accounted for by this one great fact, that the Word, 
who was in the beginning, who was with God, became flesh and 
?wel~ .among us. The incarnation makes the Virgin Birth 
lntelhglb.le, but also, we must confess in reverent worship, only 
deepens ltS mystery. 

The public ministry of the Lord Jesus was one of intense 
miraculous activity. Supernatural powers were in active exercise. 
These t;niracles did more than impress the beholders' imagination; 
they lald a challenge upon heart and conscience, and called for 
spiritual decisions. To the Jew, with his knowledge of a new 
age to come-derived from Messianic prophecy-such visible 
tokens of God's power as now were seen proclaimed its advent. 
F<?r .the n~~ age was to be inaugurated by an outpouring of the 
DlVlne Splrlt, first of all upon the coming Redeemer (from which 
He takes His title of Christ or Anointed), and in due course upon 
those w~o came to be associated with him (Isa. 42: I; 6I: I). The 
free actlOn of God would fill men with amazement and so 
widespread would the effects of it become that eventually all 
flesh WOUld. share in the blessings it brought (Joel 2: 28 f.). 

The baptlsm of our Lord, as all four evangelists testify, was the 
occasion .w:hen t~is ano~ntin~ !ook place. The fulness of power 
charact~nzlng H1S pubhc 1ll1llistry was the fitting sequel thereto. 
Acc?rding to Mark this is the beginning of the Gospel of Jesus 
Chnst, the Son of God. And Peter, too, seems invariably to 
have begun his testimony at this point, as is borne out by his 
recorded addresses in the Acts of the Apostles (Acts 10: 37 f.; 
2: 22): The dead .were raised, the powers of darkness spoiled 
of thelr prey, the slck healed, and Nature made subject to laws 
higher than her own. 

Kings and priests and prophets had been anointe~ to their 
several offices in Israel. Their anointing had been with oil, and 
therefore had a purely typical value: but this was 'vith the very 
Spirit of whom oil is a symbol, and therefore has the value of 
absolu~~ spiritua~ re~lity.. Instances of ~upernatural anointings of 
the Splrlt, resultlng In mlghty acts of Dlvine power, are met with 
but rarely in Israel's former history. In the book of Judges we 
read concerning Othniel and Gideon, J ephthah and Samson that 
the Spirit of the Lor.d came upon them, and that consequent 
thereupon notable deliverances were effected. Such effusions of 
t?e Spirit, ,however, were but temporary, and lacked the perfec
tlOn and fulness of that holy chrism by virtue of which we 
recognize God's Christ. They belonged to history at a lower 
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level: this, by its unique fulness and permanence, proclaimed that 
Old Testament history had entered the Messianic Age. 

The death and resurrection of Christ form one Divine event, 
never to be repeated. "For the death that he died, he died ... 
once (for all)" (Rom. 6: 10). "Christ being raised from the dead 
dieth no more" (Rom. 6: 9)' "Behold, I am alive for evermore" 
(Rev. I: 18). Together, they constitute one great action, wholly 
unique, without precedent in history. The death and resurrec
tion of Christ stand in an order of their own. Other deaths there 
have been; other resurrections there will be: these take their 
power from a necessity outside their subjects. "In Adam all die 
... in Christ shall all be made alive" (I Cor. 15: 22). But this 
death, and this resurrection, take their power from Him who is 
their Subject. "I lay down my life, that I might take it again ... 
I have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again" 
(John 10: 17-18). The death and resurrection of Christ therefore 
transcend all human experience, being the outcome of His Divine 
nature and almighty power. 

How misleading, therefore, may become the popular concep
tion of Eastertide as the symbol of the resurrection of Christ if not 
safeguarded by Christian faith, as if His resurrection had anything 
in common with the nature-myths expressed in the re-birth of the 
Sun-god. No, the triumph of Christ is something other than the 
return of Baldur the Beautiful, or the reappearance of Spring, or 
the annual recurrence of one of the cycles of Nature. We search 
the Bible in vain for any such analogy-unless we take the 
abominations which Ezekiel saw (Ezek. 8: 13-16) as a sort of 
prolepsis to Christian faith! The season of harvest, it is true, is 
employed, both in the Old Testament and the New, as a figure of 
resurrection, but even here we must beware of using the analogy 
as a support for any idea of naturalistic necessity in the resurrec
tion of Christ. To do so would be to lower the value of the 
death of Christ from being the final act of a long historical pro
gression to being only one among the many expressions of the 
ebb and flow of natural processes, and to make Christ Himself a 
supreme figure merely among the gods many and lords many that 
provide an object of worship to the natural man. For what gives 
point to our argument is that, in their relation to the Divine 
purpose worked out in Old Testament history and in their 
bearing upon the future, the death and resurrection of Christ 
constitute the crisis of all time and bestow upon history in its 
widest aspect the element of dynamic progression. 

The essential points may be recapitulated. Israel's national 
history is a progressive series of original non-recurring events, 
moving steadily from a given beginning, through a measured 
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distance, toward a final crisis. It stands in contrast to the pagan 
view of life in which human existence is expressed in terms of 
endlessly-recurring processes. The opposing views, with their 
values for life, are considered critically in the book of Ecclesiastes, 
with full justice done to the naturalistic world-view. Granting 
the premises for the latter, everything below the sun is, in the end, 
without moral result. But if, on the other hand, as the Preacher 
finds out, God and not nature is to be accepted as the ultimate 
postulate for history, then life is charged with intense moral 
meaning. In this view, God controls the destiny of free-willed 
men and women, being revealed as Creator and Judge of mankind. 
History is thus brought within the sphere of existential personal 
relationships between God and men, and its movement is fulfilled 
in that field. The personal action of God is to be discerned in the 
course of Old Testament history, and moves forward in a pre
determined sequence of dispensations, each an advance upon those 
preceding it, and finally culminating in the dawn of the Messianic 
Age. The advent of Christ, with everything it stands for, 
completes Old Testament history. 

All this goes to show that while history sometimes apparently 
repeats itself-thus lending colour to a naturalistic interpretation 
-it never does so in reality. In its course it always rises above 
and beyond itself, and may be thought of as moving spirally 
round and along a time-axis, of which Creation and Judgment are 
the two poles. The time-process is definite, not indefinite; 
dynamic and personal, not merely mechanical; moral and spiritual 
in its ultimate significance, not without Divine meaning or eternal 
consequence. In this fact we have the guarantee of all that makes 
life worth while, and gives solemn weight to the thought of 
eternity. 

IV 

THE NOTE OF CRISIS IN 
OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY 

T
HE FREE EXISTENCE OF EVIL IN A WORLD ORIGINALLY 

created good is the great contradiction within history. 
How and when did this situation of duality originate? Or 

is it one which in the nature of things always existed? Do good 
and evil reign with equal right, in eternal dualism? Or has the 
good an original primacy over evil? The answer will determine 
our conception of the basic meaning of history. If good and 
evil alike exist as first principles, the moral values of historical 
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action disappear. Why repudiate evil, if it be but part of 
ultimate reality? If, on the other hand, we acknowledge the 
original sovereignty of good-and therefore its eventual suprem
acy over evil-man's personal relations toward good and evil 
become full of consequence, and the goal of history a matter of 
first importance. 

The Bible unhesitatingly proclaims the monism of good: it 
rejects the idea, developed formally in Zoroastrian thought, that 
in the nature of all things there exists an eternal dualism. Con
flict, indeed, there is between good and evil, but in that conflict 
the good has divine right; evil is a usurper. Good is symbolized 
as light; evil as darkness. But the light is uncreated light; the 
darkness, created darkness. "God is light," we read, "and in him 
is no darkness at all" (I John I: 5). All good dwells in God, or 
springs from God. In an absolute sense, therefore, there is none 
good save God (Mark la: I 8). And since beside Him there is 
no other god, it follows that good alone is eternal and all-sovereign. 

The world, in the beginning, was, as the creation of God, 
pronounced very good (Gen. I: 31). As seen now, it cannot be 
so described. Evil is present everywhere-evil, not as calamity 
only, but as spiritual darkness and moral apostasy. Whence, 
then, came evil, and how has it acquired such potency in the 
affairs of men? This is not told us in the Bible, except indirectly. 
A spiritual apostasy from God, within a sphere higher than our 
own, is darkly hinted at; and with it the existence of a dread being 
who, because of his pre-eminence in that revolt, came to be known 
as the prince of darkness. But what is told us-and told us 
plainly-is that which concerns us as men, namely, how sin 
entered human history. The story of the Fall is the account of 
that tragic event. The darkness had come. Hitherto, light, as 
eternal light, had been manifesting itself in time and space; now, 
a darkness alien to God's creation had intruded itself into the 
world of mankind. 

The entrance of evil into the world was a direct challenge to 
the Creator, an open threat to the sovereignty of good; and as 
such it had to be met by decisive action on the part of God. The 
free will of man could not possibly limit the sovereignty of God. 
Although hi's initial freedom gave man the tragic power to accept 
God or deny God, this liberty of choice must not be construed as 
spiritual independence. Man's spiritual freedom was undoub
tedly real; nevertheless, it was a freedom bounded by creature
hood. It is beside the point to say that man's spirit exists in 
abysmal depths of freedom, and that therefore, in the life of the 
spirit, it is not subject to external authority. Even if we postulate 
the existence of primordial depths of freedom, out of which man's 


